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The Monash Centre for Consciousness and Contemplative Studies 
acknowledges the people of the Kulin Nation, on whose land we work. We pay 
our respects to their Elders, past, present and emerging.

For a centre such as M3CS, focused on contemplative practices, it is 
particularly appropriate and important to acknowledge, and incorporate into 
our values and operation, that we exist on the land of the oldest contemplative 
tradition in the world. We strive to learn from First Nations about contemplation 
and connection – connection to ourselves, each other, and country.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

M3CS combines consciousness science  
and contemplative studies, and takes  

a highly interdisciplinary approach  
to all its activities.
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Welcome to the first Annual 
Report for the Monash Centre 
for Consciousness and 
Contemplative Studies, now 
known by its acronym, M3CS. 

WELCOME

It has been an extraordinary year, as M3CS has been established, the team 
assembled, physical spaces occupied, and the Centre officially launched. After 
one year, M3CS is fully functional and already contributing significantly across 
research, education and community engagement.

Funded through a generous philanthropic grant from the Three Springs 
Foundation, M3CS is a university-based research centre and educational hub. 
The M3CS mission is to conduct research across humanities, philosophy, 
psychology, medicine and neuroscience, to deliver innovative, experiential and 
evidence-based education on contemplative practices, to promote interfaith 
and secular dialogue, and to engage with contemplative communities and 
partner organisations. 

M3CS aims to make contemplative practices central to our conscious 
connection with each other and our environment, thus enabling us to better 
solve the many challenges the world confronts. The Centre aims to wake us up 
to ourselves, each other and the planet.

M3CS combines consciousness science and contemplative studies, and takes 
a highly interdisciplinary approach to all its activities. This unique combination 
has already borne remarkable fruit. We are engaging with leading research 
labs, stakeholders and diverse communities in Australia and world-wide – the 
Centre is buzzing with activity in all dimensions. The M3CS vision is proving 
attractive to students, researchers and contemplative practitioners, and we 
have quickly built a critical mass of team members. The energy and synergy of 
the team is outstanding.

As this report attests, this past year we have made considerable strides with 
innovative educational offerings, exciting research projects and meaningful 
engagements with communities.

We appreciate the enthusiastic support and genuine interest M3CS has 
received, and continues to receive, from all sides. Monash University and 
the Faculty of Arts have embraced this new Centre, allowing us to get a 
strong start. Our Advisory Committee represents an awe-inspiring wealth 
of local and international experience from all facets of the Centre’s mission. 
We are privileged to be welcomed into many communities, industries and 
organisations. We are well-positioned to accomplish our mission.

The M3CS team strongly believes this is a once-in-a-career opportunity and we 
are making the most of it. We are deeply grateful to the vision and generosity 
for this philanthropic grant and to the clear-eyed vision of Martin and Loreto 
Hosking through the Three Springs Foundation. To our mind, this unique 
opportunity represents the best possible partnership between philanthropy 
and university – M3CS  is set to transform lives for the better and deepen our 
understanding of the things that matter most in life.

As we embark on our second year, the team is brimming with enthusiasm and 
optimism. Though we were confident of success when we planned the Centre, 
we are amazed at how fast M3CS is gaining momentum, and we are eagerly 
seizing the many opportunities its existence generates. 

Jakob Hohwy
Centre Director

Note this is the abridged version of the 
Annual Report. Please find the full version 
on monash.edu/m3cs
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OVERVIEW OF 2021–2022 EVENTS

February 2022  
First run of 

Mindfulness 
postgraduate unit

April 2022  
M3CS moved 

into refurbished 
spaces

March 2022  
Contemplative 

Scientist Podcast 
launched

May 2022  
Director of Innovation 

and Capability 
commenced

May 2022  
M3CS Wawu 

grant in Indigenous 
Contemplative 

Studies establishedMay 2022  
Official launch

May 2022  
Premiere of 

contemplative music 
Kaivalya

June 2022  
Two postdocs 
commenced

February 2022  
First run of True 

Happiness 
undergraduate 

elective

February 2021  
Core team 

commences 
planning

February 2021  
Funding from  
Three Springs  

Foundation agreed

May 2021  
M3CS approved 
as a University 
research centre

June 2021  
Core team 

Mission & Vision 
workshop

July 2021  
Funding 

commenced

October 2021  
First postdoc 
commenced

October 2021  
Education staff 
commenced

November 2021  
Centre Manager 

commenced

December 2021  
First meeting 
of Advisory 
Committee

The Centre aims to wake us up  
to ourselves, each other  

and the planet.
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The animating thought behind M3CS is that consciousness and contemplation should be 
understood together, and set in relation to the way we act in the world. Contemplative practices 
do not exist in a vacuum but engage our whole conscious state, including perception, attention, 
decision-making and sense of self. Conversely, consciousness is deeply entwined with 
contemplative practices in all its forms, shaping our own minds and allowing insight. Together, 
consciousness and contemplation opens new avenues for engaging and connecting with oneself, 
each other and the world.

FOUNDATIONS

M3CS brings humanity, wisdom and inquiry to bear on the consciousness-contemplation-action relation, leading to compassion, well-
being and thriving

 COMPASSION

 WELL-BEING

 THRIVING

ACTION

CONSCIOUSNESS CONTEMPLATION

HUMANITY 

WISDOM 

ENQUIRY 

72021–2022 Annual Report

How does contemplation differ from 
dreaming, mind-wandering, and other 

states of consciousness?
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ORGANISATION

CENTRE MANAGER 
RECRUITED

NEWLY REFURBISHED 
PHYSICAL SPACES 

OCCUPIED

LAB ESTABLISHED

CONTEMPLATIVE ROOM 
WITH DAILY SESSIONS

APPROX 40 ACTIVELY 
INVOLVED CENTRE STAFF, 

STUDENTS, AND AFFILIATES

ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF 
13 EMINENT LEADERS IN 

THE FIELD
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M3CS has quickly built a world class infrastructure, robustly 
embedded into Monash University and able to service our 
mission. 

Explore our website at monash.edu/m3cs for more information 
on our mission, organisation and governance, physical spaces, 
labs, networks, web presence and social media.

M3CS aims to  
make contemplative  
practices central  
to our conscious  
connection with each  
other and our  
environment, thus  
enabling us to better  
solve the many  
challenges the  
world confronts.
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EDUCATION

2 
EXPERENTIAL UNDERGRAD 

ELECTIVES DESIGNED:
• TRUE HAPPINESS

• LIVING A  
MEANINGFUL LIFE

1 
POSTGRADUATE UNIT:
• MINDFULNESS FOR 

WORKPLACE WELLBEING 
AND PRODUCTIVITY

200+ 
ENROLMENTS IN TOTAL; 

STRONG STUDENT 
EVALUATIONS

CONTRIBUTING TO IN-
CURRICULUM PROGRAMS 

ACROSS FACULTIES

DEDICATED EDUCATION 
TEAM AND TUTORS
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The key focus of the M3CS education domain is how to bring 
contemplative practices and perennial wisdom practically into 
the training of our future generations, and a whole variety of 
disciplines, to enhance the wellbeing and thriving of students.

INNOVATIVE ELECTIVES
Who (or what) am I, what does it mean to lead a meaningful life, and what is 
true happiness?

Why all the stress and disconnection in the modern world, how does 
meditation help, why is compassion so important?

M3CS’s 12-week electives begin with the big questions. Students have weekly 
2-hour interactive tutorials, underpinned by readings, guided meditative 
practices, discussion forums, and inspiring interviews with the world’s leading 
contemplative experts.

WHAT STUDENTS SAY 
“It’s clear from day one that (the instructors) are genuinely compassionate 
people who have an interest not just helping the students to achieve 
academically but also to lead happier lives.”

“The topics chosen throughout this unit were deeply interesting and very 
relevant to everyone. There was so much that was insightful and resonated 
with me … and the teaching staff were unbelievably kind and helpful!”

“The huge real life practicality and implications. I found how the reflectiveness 
on my own life was encouraged and that this was extremely useful in 
consolidating the content.”

“The practical mindfulness knowledge I have gained and the sense of being 
able to harness these practices with the objective of self-improvement.”

“The M3CS teaching staff have been unlike any teaching staff that I’ve 
experienced in any other unit. They really know all of us as people rather than 
just as students and have really developed authentic connections with us 
throughout the semester.”

“The (electives)  
not only pair the  
academic and  
scientific content  
but also practical 
applications you can  
take out into the  
rest of your life.” 
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ENTERPRISE

DIRECTOR OF CAPABILITY & 
INNOVATION RECRUITED

100
INDUSTRY PARTNERS 

INTERVIEWED FOR MARKET 
RESEARCH

5
PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
DEVELOPED FOCUSING 

ON WELL-BEING, 
RESILIENCE, MINDFULNESS, 

PRODUCTIVITY AND 
REFLECTION

COMPASSION FOR 
HEALTHCARE WORKERS 
PROGRAM LAUNCHED; 
250+ PARTICIPANTS
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M3CS is leading the region with its cutting edge research, and 
as part of our commitment to help the world wake up, we are 
building a suite of programs to shift the ways we work, live and 
thrive in the world, backed by science. Our research is moving 
beyond the walls of the Centre and the university, to make a 
significant impact on businesses, individuals and communities. 
In doing so, we also ensure the longevity and expansion of the 
Centre.

SHOWCASE: COMPASSION TRAINING FOR HEALTH CARE 
WORKERS
Health care workers have much empathy, kindness, and resilience but suffer 
from burnout. A compassion perspective is a valuable resource to support 
them in their daily work. As one of M3CS’s five programs, this program is a 
joint venture between M3CS and the Department of Social Work. Designed 
by Dr Debbie Ling in collaboration with Prof Craig Hassed and Dr Richard 
Chambers, this program runs over four weekly interactive sessions. More 
than 250 participants have gone through already this year, with more runs and 
clients scheduled.

“A long overdue addition to the professional development of health workers. 
This course takes you on a tour of compassion that will deepen your self-
awareness, improve your helping skills and support your everyday work and 
life. The teaching team are clearly passionate experts in this field and share 
much wisdom”

Our research is  
moving beyond the  
walls of the Centre  
and the university,  
to make a significant  
impact on businesses, 
individuals and 
communities. 
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COMMUNITY

50+ 
PUBLIC TALKS AND 

SEMINARS

50+ 
ACADEMIC TALKS AND 

KEYNOTES

8+ 
BESPOKE COMMUNITY 

OFFERINGS (E.G. MUSIC, 
SCULPTURE, VIDEO, 

TRAINING, WORKSHOPS)

22+ 
CONTEMPLATIVE SCIENCE 

PODCAST EPISODES

SOCIAL MEDIA: TWITTER 
(1000+ FOLLOWERS); 
LINKEDIN, INSTAGRAM

CONTRIBUTING TO 
MINDFULNESS PROGRAMS 

FOR THOUSANDS OF 
MONASH STUDENTS  

AND STAFF
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One year into its life, M3CS has built a substantial portfolio of 
community engagement and service. 

In addition to more than 100 public and academic talks and 
presentations, M3CS designs and delivers bespoke events, in 
accordance with our focus on inclusive and novel ways of raising 
awareness of contemplative practices and their connection to 
consciousness and action.

EXAMPLES OF BESPOKE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Kaivalya is an evocative piece of contemplative music composed for M3CS, and 
intended to start conversations with wisdom traditions across the world. The 
project was led by Prof Rivke Margolis and the musician and scholar Dr Gidi 
Ifergan. The piece had its world premiere at our official launch. This has led to the 
establishment of Ensemble Telos, who continues the exploration of contemplative 
music in performances and new compositions.

M3CS postdoc Dr Mark Miller and podcaster Jamie Slevin have launched a weekly 
podcast for M3CS, The Contemplative Science Podcast, featuring a diverse and 
intriguing set of conversations with leading scientists and practitioners worldwide. 
This podcast gives voice to an inclusive cast of practitioners and at the same time 
stakes out M3CS’s claim to pursue contemplative science in a distinctively modern 
manner.

How does consciousness relate to free will? Through a generous endowment, 
M3CS has established a public lecture series – the Leon Samuel Basser Memorial 
Lecture on Consciousness and Free Will, starting in 2023.

What does it mean to transform one’s consciousness, and is it a good thing to 
try to do? M3CS’s Assoc Prof Monima Chadha, Dr Jennifer Windt and Kevin 
Berryman conversed about their research and personal experiences in a panel 
discussion at the Centre’s launch, to be made available on video and in the Psyche 
online magazine.

M3CS designs  
and delivers 
bespoke events, in 
accordance with our 
focus on inclusive 
and novel ways of 
raising awareness of 
contemplative practices 
and their connection  
to consciousness  
and action.
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M3CS has established a First Nations policy aligned with Monash governance, 
which commits us to support of Indigenous-led research on contemplative 
studies. We thank our Advisory Committee member Cathy Freeman for 
recommending that M3CS articulates such a policy. 

The central component of this commitment is the establishment of the M3CS 
Wawu Grant in Indigenous Contemplative Studies. 

The inaugural recipient of this grant is Dr Cammi Murrup-Stewart, the Turner 
Institute at Monash University, to lead a three year research project on sense of 
connection in communities of Indigenous youths.

Cathy Freeman is of Kuku Yalanji descent and ‘Wawu’ is a word meaning spirit 
life force from her Indigenous ancestral country. The word is part of the Eastern 
Kuku Yalanji and Kuku Nyungkul Bama Language. The traditional country of 
the Kuku Yalanji people extends from south of Mossman to Cooktown in the 
north, and Palmer River in the west of far north Queensland. We acknowledge 
Desmond Tayley, Kuku Nyungkul/Kuku Yalanji Junior Elder for his input in 
securing a title for this M3CS Grant.

M3CS WAWU GRANT IN INDIGENOUS 
CONTEMPLATIVE STUDIES

Monash Centre for Consciousness and Contemplative Studies16

M3CS exists on the land of the oldest 
contemplative tradition in the world. We 
strive to learn from First Nations about 

contemplation and connection – connection 
to ourselves, each other, and country.

172021–2022 Annual Report
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RESEARCH

38+ 
PEER-REVIEWED 
PUBLICATIONS

6 
EXTERNALLY FUNDED PHD 
SCHOLARSHIPS; 12 PHD 

STUDENTS IN TOTAL

6 
POSTDOCS WORKING ON 

M3CS’S AGENDA

ESTABLISHED THE WAWU 
GRANT IN INDIGENOUS 

CONTEMPLATIVE STUDIES

WON MAJOR GRANT IN 
CONSCIOUSNESS SCIENCE

4 
FORMALISED RESEARCH 

COLLABORATIONS
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M3CS aims to have a bustling and broad-ranging portfolio of 
research projects, publications and grants, building the Centre’s 
distinctive identity as an innovator in the consciousness and 
contemplative studies field. 

We want to know how contemplative practices depend on 
and change one’s state of consciousness – and how this in 
turn connects to our decisions and actions. We are quickly 
forging international recognition for innovative research in this 
interdisciplinary area.

M3CS HAS THREE MAIN AREAS OF RESEARCH 

Evaluation and assessment of educational and professional 
development offerings 

Are our educational offerings improving health and wellbeing?

How does contemplation connect to health and well-being?

How should contemplative education be designed and delivered?

Philosophy, consciousness and contemplative studies, 

Are meditation states devoid of content?

How is the self modulated in contemplative states?

What drives compassion?

How and why should we transform our consciousness?

Can I be morally responsible if there is no ‘I’? 

What can we learn from wisdom traditions such as Buddhism and Sufism?

Contemplation in cognition and neuroscience 

How does mindfulness change body awareness?

How does contemplation differ from dreaming, mind-wandering, and other 
states of consciousness?

What are the neural correlates of ‘jhana’ (focused attention) states?

How does pace breathing affect the whole body?

Can we empirically test theories of consciousness against each other?

We want to know 
how contemplative 
practices depend on 
and change one’s state 
of consciousness –  
and how this in  
turn connects to our 
decisions and  
actions.
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PHD STUDENTS

Ema Demšar  
“I am exploring what happens when one 
becomes aware that they are dreaming  

by combining conceptual analysis  
and empirical investigation of the  

structure and dynamics of  
dream experience”

Simon van Baal  
“I investigate the influence of impulsivity and 

self-control on people’s behaviour and  
use this understanding to find ways to 
improve by encouraging contemplation  

and highlighting ways to deliberate  
on outcomes.”

Andy McKilliam  
“I do conceptual work exploring 

the methodological foundations of 
consciousness science, finding that many  
of the challenges that are thought to be 
unique to consciousness science are in  

fact common and have been  
overcome elsewhere  

in science.”

Tom Darling  
“I attempt to integrate 

philosophical approaches and 
cognitive scientific approaches 

to well-being”

Niccolò Negro  
“I work on the philosophy of 

consciousness science, with a 
particular focus on a theory  

called integrated  
information theory”

Adam Manoogian  
“I develop computational models to elucidate 

the behavioral and biological differences 
in mental disorders, focusing on how 

memories, retrospection and  
introspection affect our current  

and future mental states”

Kevin Berryman  
“I do conceptual and empirical 

research to explore if  
meditation in fact makes  

us more moral”

Beth Fisher  
“I am exploring the optimism 
bias normally influencing our 
decisions, asking if this bias 

differs in anxiety and how this 
relates to dopamine levels  

in the brain”

Jasmine Walter  
“I investigate how our philosophical 

approach to consciousness 
impacts clinical practice for  
patients with disorders of  

consciousness”

Manuela Kirberg  
“I explore spontaneous cognition with 
an empirical and conceptual focus on 

the phenomenology, content,  
and cognitive characteristics of 

dreaming and waking  
mind wandering.”

Anikó Kusztor  
“I study transient mental states 
such as mind-wandering and 

depersonalisation/derealisation 
and their impact on the brain 

and behaviour.”

WHO WE ARE

M3CS TEAM

Jakob Hohwy 
Centre Director; 
Director of Research; 
Professor of 
Philosophy

Craig Hassed 
Director of Education; 
Professor, General 
Practice; OAM

Rebecca Margolis 
Director of Community 
Engagement; 
Professor and Director 
at the Australian 
Centre for Jewish 
Civilisation (ACJC)

Megan Flamer 
Director of Innovation 
and Capability

Jessica Weijers 
Centre Manager

Monima Chadha 
Associate Professor, 
Philosophy

Richard Chambers 
Clinical psychologist, 
Monash Mindfulness; 
Adjunct Associate 
Professor

Sherelle 
Connaughton 
Education Coordinator

Andrew Corcoran 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Aydogan Kars 
Lecturer, Centre for 
Religious Studies

Debbie Ling 
Lecturer, Social Work

Jennifer Windt 
Senior Lecturer, 
Philosophy

Luke Smith 
Teaching Associate

Mark Miller 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Iwan Williams 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Milan Andrejević 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow, Cognition & 
Philosophy Lab

Kelsey Perrykkad 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow, Cognition & 
Philosophy Lab

Jonathan Robinson 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow, Cognition & 
Philosophy Lab

Toby Woods 
Postdoctoral Research 
Fellow

Gidi Ifergan 
Adjunct Research Fellow, 
Indian Philosophy and 
Tibetan Buddhism; M3CS, 
Monash University
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Neil Bailey, Adjunct Research Fellow, 
Department of Psychiatry (CCS)

Tim Bayne, Professor, Philosophy

Claire Foldi, Research Fellow, 
Physiology

Paul Liknaitzky, Research Fellow, 
Psychiatry Monash Health

Adeel Razi, Associate Professor 
(Research), Psychology

Nao Tsuchiya, Professor, Psychology

Antonio Verdejo-Garcia, Professor 
(Research), Psychology

Thomas Andrillon, Adjunct Associate 
Professor, M3CS; INSERM, Paris 
Brain Institute

Shaun Nichols, Professor, Director 
of Cognitive Science, Sage School 
of Philosophy, Cornell University; 
Monash University Adjunct Professor

M3CS MEMBERS

Kai-Yuan Cheng Whitney Comte Ronald M. Epstein Cathy Freeman 
OAM

Laurence Freeman 
OSB

Ian Gawler OAM Shannon Harvey Martin Hosking Amishi Jha Thomas Metzinger

Andreas Roepstorff Heleen Slagter Anne Vallely

232021–2022 Annual Report
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SNAPSHOT OF YEAR TWO

M3CS is poised to capitalise on the remarkable momentum we 
have achieved through our first year. We will further develop and 
articulate the distinctive M3CS approach to consciousness and 
contemplative studies.

We aim to grow across our core domains of Education, with more students, 
Community, with deeper engagement, Engagement, with many clients, 
Research, with landmark studies, and in Organisation, with broad footprint 
across Monash.

2021–2022 has been a momentous year for M3CS. We express our gratitude 
to all who have supported the Centre on this journey, and look forward with 
excitement to our second year.

252021–2022 Annual ReportMonash Centre for Consciousness and Contemplative Studies24
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FURTHER INFORMATION
Monash Centre for Consciousness and  
Contemplative Studies (M3CS) 
T: +61 3 9905 8689 
E: m3cs@monash.edu 
W: monash.edu/m3cs

https://twitter.com/Monash_M3CS

https://www.linkedin.com/company/monash3cs/

https://www.instagram.com/m3csmonash/


